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The facts

• Loan Agreement

• Covenants

• Early Termination clause

• Breach of immaterial covenant

• Bank terminates 



Early Termination clause: English law

• Would the clause be applicable if the Loan Agreement was subject to 
English law?

• When interpreting a contract under English law, what is the main 
assumption regarding the terms of the contract?

• Examples of contract clauses that are tailored to meet the 
interpretative style of English law

• Effects of the interpretative style of English law on the case at hand



Early termination clause: German law

• Would the clause be applicable if the Loan Agreement was subject to 
German law (or a civil law system based on German law) ?

• When interpreting a contract under German/civilian law, what is the 
main principle regarding how the terms of contract shall be 
interpreted and applied?

• Is the main principle underlying the German/civilian contract law 
compatible with the drafting style in international contract practice? 

• Effects of the interpretative style of German/civilian law on the case 
at hand



Early Termination clause: UPICC

• Would the clause be applicable if the Loan Agreement was subject to 
the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts?

• What are the UPICC?

• When interpreting a contract under the UPICC, what is the main 
principle regarding how the terms of contract shall be interpreted and 
applied?

• Is the main principle underlying the UPICC capable of harmonizing 
interpretation of contracts across legal traditions?

• Effects of the interpretative style of the UPICC on the case at hand



Choice od forum

• Where can the Bank sue the Borrower?

• What legal sources determine which courts have jurisdiction?

• Which court has jurisdiction in the case at hand?



Choice of law

• What possibilities does the Borrower have to restrict application of 
the chosen English law in a German court?

• What legal sources regulate the parties’ possibility to choose the 
governing law?

• What are the effects of a choice of law clause?

• What are the restrictions to application of the law chosen by the 
parties?

• Effects on the case at hand



Choice of law absent a choice by the parties

• Which law applies to the contract?

• What legal sources regulate the choice of the governing law?

• What are the criteria to choose the governing law?

• Effects on the case at hand



Arbitral award applies English law wrongly

• What possibilities does the Bank have to react against the award?

• Do courts have the possibility to control an arbitral award?

• What sources regulate court’s control?

• What are the criteria for court control?

• Effects on the case at hand 



Arbitrator fails to disclose that an affiliate of 
the Bank is a regular client of his firm

• What possibilities does the Borrower have to react against the 
award?

•

• What sources are applicable?

• Are there any transnational sources in this field?

• Does a  violation of soft law always constitute a procedural 
irregularity that gives sufficient ground to set aside the award?



Award gives effect to the clause in violation of 
governing law’s principles (Swiss law)

• What possibilities does the Borrower have to react against the 
award?

• What sources regulate enforcement of arbitral awards?

• What are the criteria for refusing enforcement of arbitral awards?

• Which criterion is applicable in the case at hand?

• Effects on the case at hand 



Award applies a law different from the chosen 
law

• What possibilities does the losing party have to react against the 
award?

• Which criterion for refusing enforcement is applicable in the case at 
hand?

• Effects on the case at hand 



Tribunal applies non-state law at its own 
initiative

• What possibilities does the Bank have to react against the award?

• Which sources are applicable?

• Effects on the case at hand 


